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The article presents the results of the scientic research around development of
mathamatical foundation for calculating optimal nozzle layout in secondary cooling zone of
continuous casting machine and describes implementation of this foundation in specialized
computer-aided design system. Optimization procedure is based on the 2-dimensional
mathematical model of the thermal state of the slab, which accounts nozzle layout, and
optimization criteria for the cross-cut thermal prole of the slab surface. Optimization
problem solution consists of two basic blocks: solving thermal conductivity problem and
iterative search of the nozzle positions that provide best solution from the point of proposed
criteria. The results of running optimization procedure on input conditions based on existing
casting machine showed that the obtained solution enables to provide smoother cross-surface
thermal prole of the slab. Results of the work can be used for design of new continouous
casting machines, modernization of the secondary cooling system of existing machines, and
general numeric analisys of secondary cooling system operation for user-provided conditions.
Keywords: thermal state simulation; nozzle layout optimization; secondary cooling zone;
continuous casting machine.

Introduction

Continuous casting machine (CCM) is one of the components used in the metal making
industries. The CCM design supposes the existence of basic components such as tundish,
mold and secondary cooling zone.
In secondary cooling zone still-solidifying product, for example beam, slab, or billet is
moving along the system of support rollers and is cooled by the water or airmist supplying
from nozzles, placed between rollers. This work is dedicated mostly to slab casting, so later
we will use slab as a term for casted product. From engeneering point of view the secondary
cooling zone consistis of multiple sections connected to each other. During the secondary
cooling process, the slab completely solidies. Multiple conditions aect the solidication
process: casting speed, cooling intensity, nozzle layout, nozzle types and parameters, steel
grades, rollers cooling. And it is well known that solidication conditions have important
eect on the internal and surface quality of the slab. Thus, a lot of work has been put into
investigation of optimal solidication conditions [13]. However, the problem of selecting
of optimal nozzle layout in SCZ has not received much attention yet. At the same time,
current level of development of mathematical models of the thermal state of the slab allows
to account nozzle layout, which makes possible to formalize the problem of determination
of appropriate nozzle layout for CCM and automate this process. Presented work describes
one possible way of such formalization. Particularly, the following problems were solved:
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1) construction of mathematical model of the slab in secondary cooling zone which
accounts nozzle layout;
2) development of nozzle layout optimization algorithm, which includes formalization
of the technological requirements for slab cooling in the form of complex criteria;
3) implementation of the mathematical model and optimization algorithm in
specialized CAD system for calculation of optimal nozzle layout.
1. A Mathematical Model of the Thermal State of the Slab

Two-dimensional mathematical model of the thermal state of the slab in SCZ was
used as a mathematical foundation for optimization process. Dynamic changes in boundary
conditions were used to describe variations in the cooling conditions of the two-dimensional
cross-section moving along the SCZ. The temperature eld of the two-dimensional slab
cross-section is described by the following classic equation [4]:
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where t is the temperature in ◦ C; ρ is the density of steel in kg/m3 ; Cef f (t) is the eective
heat capacity of steel in J/kg ·◦ C; λef f (t) is the eective thermal conductivity of steel in
W/m ·◦ C.
The eective values are determined based on quasi-equilibrium model of twophase zone according to V.T. Borisov theory [5]. The thermal conductivity equation is
supplemented by boundary conditions of the third kind:
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where w, h are the thickness and width of the slab in m; ts is the slab surface temperature
in ◦ C; te is the environment temperature in ◦ C; α(x, y, τ ) is the heat transfer coecient
in W/m2 · K .
Accounting of dierences in cooling conditions at dierent areas of the slab surface is
reected in boundary conditions, dynamically changing in time and individually calculated
for each point of the surface at one calculation step. During the modelling procedure crosssection surface moves between the areas with dierent types of cooling: nozzle cooling,
roller contact and air cooling (Fig. 1).
The intensity of slab cooling varies between the types of areas and is not uniform
within the selected area. The cooler from nozzles is nonuniformly distributed over the slab
surface in the cooled areas (Fig. 2). This is caused by nozzle design specics and leads to
the dierencies in the spraying density of the separate parts of the surface. In the roller
contact areas we assume that the center of the slab surface is cooled more intensively then
the corner parts because thinner strand at the center of the slab is pushed more tightly to
roller by ferrostatic pressure and slab shrinkage in thickness on the corners may create a
gap between roller an slab surfce.
Knowledge of the nozzle and roller layouts allows us to determine types of cooling
areas for slab cross-section at any given calculation step.
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. The areas with dierent types of slab surface cooling: 1  nozzle cooling areas; 2 
roller contact areas; 3  air contact areas
Fig 1

Fig 2

. The dierencies in the cooling intensity on the slab surface

The heat transfer coecients for stated types of cooling areas are determined by the
dependencies, presented in works of T. Nozaki, B. Thomas, R. Hardin [67], with some
modications:

(
αn (x, z) = k · 1570 ·

n
∑

)0.55
wxi (x − xi ) · pzi (z − zi )

(1 − 0.0075(tw ));

i=0

(αrmin − αrmax )x2
+ αrmax ;
w2
εσ0 (ts_abs (x, z)4 − t4e_abs )
αa (x, z) = P
+ αconv + Q · G(z),
ts_abs (x, z) − te_abs
αr (x) = 4

where αn , αr , αa are heat transfer coecients in the nozzle cooling areas, roller contact
and air contact in W/m2 · K ; wxi is one-dimensional local spraying density of nozzle i at
the distance x from the nozzle jet on the axis x in L/ · s; pzi is relative spraying density of
nozzle i at the distance z from the nozzle jet on the axis z in 1/m; xi , zi are coordinates of
the jet projection of the i-th nozzle on the slab surface; i ∈ (1..n) are indexes of nozzles in
spraying areas of which surface point with coordinates (x, z) depends; tw is the temperature
of cooling water, ts_abs (x, z), te_abs are absolute surface and environment temperatures in
Ê; ε is given emissivity coecient of the body; σ0 is the Stefan  Boltzmann constant;
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G(x, z) is the average cooling ow rate on the slab surface in secondary cooling section to
which the point (x, z) belongs, L/2 · s; k , αrmin , αrmax , αconv , P , Q are empirical constants.
System of equations (1)  (2) was solved by alternating direction implicit method using
Peaceman  Rachford scheme.
2. Optimization of the Nozzle Layout

In order to develop a method to optimize the nozzle arrangement layout in the
secondary cooling zone the concept of crosscut thermal prole of the slab surface and
optimization criteria were introduced. We consider the crosscut thermal prole in discrete
form as a vector of temperatures ti at the points xi , i = 1, ..., n, where n is the number of
calculating points on the imaginary line on a slab surface which is perpendicular to casting
direction.
There are many known techonological requirements to the thermal prole of the slab
[12, 8, 10]. Great work has already been done in the eld of controling of cooling rates
to provide optimal cooling prole in casting direction [910]. But in this research authors
are trying to supplement existing knowledge by looking at the cross-cut thermal prole of
the slab surface.
The most basic technological requirements to cross-cut thermal prole are
minimization of the value of absolute temperature gradient per unit of cross-cut line length
and thermal prole symmetry relative to the center of the surface. This requirements were
formalized in form of optimization critera:
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where A1, A2 are the weight coecients determined by an expert. The idea behind critera
is that it is a linear combination of two constituents, the rst one evaluates the temperature
variation relative to average temperature value at the prole points (points, which are
adjacent to the corners closer than 5% of suface width, are excluded from consideration,
hence the indices l and m) and characterizes the thermal prole uniformity. The graphical
representation of the rst constituent is shown in Fig. 3.
The second constituent of the criteria characterizes the thermal prole symmetry
relative to the surface center by accounting temperature of discrete points of crosscut
thermal prole as their mass and calculating the distance between "thermal" mass center
and surface center (Fig. 4).
Developed criteria and mathematical model allow us to state the optimization problem
in order to nd nozzle positions in SCZ. Suppose that the initial nozzle layout is given and
contain K rows of nozzles, in each k -th row there are nk nozzles and their positions are
given as coordinate vector Xk (xk1 , xk2 , ..., xknk )). Denote the exit point out of the k -th row
spraying arya by zk , the temperature vector of the points on cross-cut line at the position
zk by Tzk (t1zk , t2zk , ..., tmzk ), the discretization frequency over the slab width by m and the
slab width by w.
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. The graphical representation of the rst criteria constituent: left image  the
temperature distribution over the slab width providing nonuniform cooling over the width;
right image  the temperature distribution over the slab width under approximately
uniform surface cooling over the width
Fig 3

Fig 4

. The graphic representation of the second criteria constituent

Optimization problem is stated as follows: we need to nd a set of vectors X =
{X1 ..Xk }, each element of which is a nozzle coordinate vector in one space between rollers
(or coordinate vector of one nozzle row) and nozzle coordinates are parameters of the slab
temperature evaluation procedure, for which the optimization criteria reaches its minimum
value:
J(Tzk (Xk )) → min, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
under restrictions

xki−1 < xki < xki+1 , 2 ≤ i ≤ nk − 1;
0, 05w ≤ xk ≤ 0, 95w, 1 ≤ i ≤ nk ;
xki = 0, 05p, p ∈ N.
Actual optimization procedure could be described as follows. Given is the initial nozzle
layout Xinit = {X1 , ..., Xk }. The optimization procedure is executed sequentially for each
row inside thermal state simulation procedure. The slab cross-section thermal state is
considered to be known at the entry point to the particular nozzle row spraying area as a
result of simulation. The simulation state is recorded in this position. The simulation of
the slab cross-section thermal state is continued to the exit point.
The objective function value J(Tzk (Xk )) is computed at the exit point. This value is
obtained using initial nozzle positions. If we rollback the simulation process to the state
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at the enter position and make adjustments to the nozzle positions, and then repeat the
computing to the exit position we get the objective function value J(Tzk (Xk′ )) for adjusted
nozzle positions.
Thus, simulation of the thermal state of the slab cross-section from the enter position to
the exit position is a procedure for calculating of the value of objective function J(Tzk (Xk ))
for the arbitrary vector Xk . That allows us to use random search algorithm for nding
of optimal Xk . We obtain the optimal nozzle arrangement layout for the whole SCZ by
consecutively optimizing the nozzle arrangement in each row along casting direction.
3. Implementation of the Optimization Algorithm
in Computer-Aided Design System

Developed mathematical model of the thermal state of the slab and algorithm for
nozzle layout optimization were implemented in specialized computer-aided design system
for calculation optimal nozzle layout and simulation of thermal state of the slab using
dierent nozzle layouts and technological conditions (Fig. 5).

. Screen forms of the computer-aided design system for calculation of optimal nozzle
layout in secondary cooling zone: a  view of the nozzle layout in selected secondary
cooling section; b  surface plot for temperature on the top side of the slab in selected
secondary cooling section
Fig 5

This system was used to calculate optimal nozzle layout for CCM in Ural Steel OJSC
(Open Joint-Stock Company). Nozzle layout optimization was performed for the following
input conditions: slab cross-cut size of 1200x270 mm, steel grade from the K-52 group,
casting speed of 0,9 m/ min. Current nozzle layout was used as initial layout. Fig. 6
shows the results of a comparison of the thermal elds on the slab surface using initial
and optimized nozzle layouts, and Fig. 7 shows the the dierence between current and
optimized nozzle layouts in example secondary cooling sections.
Based on the series of the optimization procedure runs it was found that the variation
of casting speed by ±0, 1m/ min, cooling rates by ±10% didn't cause visible changes to
optimal layout. Changing slab width, howerer, caused changes in optimal layout.
Conclusion

A mathematical model of the thermal state of the slab, which takes into account
nozzle layout in secondary cooling zone of continuous casting machine, was constructed.
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c

. The distribution of temperature
elds on the slab surface: a  under
conditions of the initial layout; b  under
conditions of optimal nozzle arrangement
layout; ñ  temperature di when
switching to the optimal layout
Fig 6

a

b

c

. Changes in the solution of the
optimization problem: a  the initial
layout; b  optimal layout; c  corrections
in layout
Fig

7

In addition to that, basic technological requirements to the thermal prole of the slab
surface cross-section, in particular, symmetry and uniformity, were formalized in form
of complex criteria. That allowed to develop optimization algorithm for calculation of
optimal nozzle layout in secondary cooling zone, aiming to provide more rational colling of
the slab surface and reduce risks of crack development. This algorithm was implemented
in specialized computer-aided design system for calculating optimal nozzle layout and
analyzing thermal state of the slab in secondary cooling zone.
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ÎÏÒÈÌÈÇÀÖÈß ÑÕÅÌÛ ÐÀÑÏÎËÎÆÅÍÈß ÔÎÐÑÓÍÎÊ
Â ÌÀØÈÍÅ ÍÅÏÐÅÐÛÂÍÎÃÎ ËÈÒÜß ÇÀÃÎÒÎÂÎÊ
Ä.Ñ. Ñàôîíîâ, Î.Ñ. Ëîãóíîâà, Ä.Â. ×èñòÿêîâ

Â ñòàòüå ïðåäñòàâëåíû ðåçóëüòàòû èññëåäîâàíèÿ, ïîñâÿùåííîãî ðàçðàáîòêå ìàòåìàòè÷åñêèõ îñíîâ äëÿ ïîèñêà îïòèìàëüíîé ñõåìû ðàñïîëîæåíèÿ ôîðñóíîê â çîíå
âòîðè÷íîãî îõëàæäåíèÿ ìàøèíû íåïðåðûâíîãî ëèòüÿ çàãîòîâîê, à òàêæå îïèñàíà ðåàëèçàöèÿ äàííûõ îñíîâ â ðàìêàõ ñïåöèàëèçèðîâàííîé ñèñòåìû àâòîìàòèçàöèè ïðîåêòèðîâàíèÿ. Ïðîöåäóðà îïòèìèçàöèè îñíîâàíà íà äâóìåðíîé ìàòåìàòè÷åñêîé ìîäåëè
òåïëîâîãî ñîñòîÿíèÿ çàãîòîâêè, ó÷èòûâàþùåé ñõåìó ðàñïîëîæåíèÿ ôîðñóíîê, à òàêæå êðèòåðèè îïòèìàëüíîñòè ïîïåðå÷íîãî òåïëîâîãî ïðîôèëÿ ïîâåðõíîñòè çàãîòîâêè.
Ðåøåíèå çàäà÷è îïòèìèçàöèè äîñòèãàåòñÿ ïóòåì èòåðàòèâíîãî ìîäåëèðîâàíèÿ òåïëîâîãî ñîñòîÿíèÿ çàãîòîâêè è ïîèñêà òàêèõ ïîçèöèé ôîðñóíîê, ïðè êîòîðûé ðåçóëüòàòû
ìîäåëèðîâàíèÿ îêàçûâàþòñÿ íàèëó÷øèìè ñ òî÷êè çðåíèÿ ïðåäëîæåííîãî êðèòåðèÿ.
Âûïîëíåíèå ïðîöåäóðû îïòèìèçàöèè íà âõîäíûõ óñëîâèÿõ, îñíîâàííûõ íà ïàðàìåòðàõ ñóùåñòâóþùåé ìàøèíû íåïðåðûâíîãî ëèòüÿ çàãîòîâîê, ïîêàçàëî, ÷òî îïòèìàëüíàÿ ñõåìà ðàñïîëîæåíèÿ ôîðñóíîê ïîçâîëÿåò îáåñïå÷èòü áîëåå ãëàäêèé ïîïåðå÷íûé
òåïëîâîé ïðîôèëü ïîâåðõíîñòè çàãîòîâêè. Ðåçóëüòàòû èññëåäîâàíèÿ ìîãóò áûòü èñïîëüçîâàíû â ïðîöåññå ïðîåêòèðîâàíèÿ íîâûõ ìàøèí íåïðåðûâíîãî ëèòüÿ çàãîòîâîê,
ìîäåðíèçàöèè ñóùåñòâóþùèõ, à òàêæå äëÿ ÷èñëåííûõ èññëåäîâàíèé ðàáîòû ñèñòåìû
âòîðè÷íîãî îõëàæäåíèÿ ïðè ðàçëè÷íûõ ïàðàìåòðàõ.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ìîäåëèðîâàíèå òåïëîâîãî ñîñòîÿíèÿ çàãîòîâêè; îïòèìèçàöèÿ
ñõåìû ðàñïîëîæåíèÿ ôîðñóíîê; çîíà âòîðè÷íîãî îõëàæäåíèÿ; ìàøèíà íåïðåðûâíîãî
ëèòüÿ çàãîòîâîê.
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